It is known (see Helgason [l] ) that the algebra of invariant differential operators on a Riemannian symmetric space is commutative. The algebra may be defined algebraically.
We give here an algebraic proof of its commutativity.
Let g be a Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero and let f be a subalgebra of g. Extend the adjoint representation of f on g to the universal enveloping algebra [/(g) of g so that ad x, xEt, acts as a derivation of £/(g). Then (ad x)(u) =xu -ux for uE c7(g). For this is the case if u belongs to g, and g generates U(a). It follows from the formula that the invariant elements of [7(g)-those annihilated by the action of f-are the elements of [7(g) which commute with the elements of t. Let £/(g)' be the subalgebra of invariant elements. Now let 7/(q)J be the left ideal generated by t in [/(g). This left ideal is preserved by the action of f. Moreover, [c7(g)f]r= 77(g)? C\ U(a.)* is a two-sided ideal in £7(g)r. Let (7(g, f) be the quotient algebra. If g is the Lie algebra of a Lie group G and f that of a connected subgroup K then [/(g, t) is the algebra of invariant differential operators on the homogeneous space G/K (Smoke [2] ). If TiT is compact and the fixed point set of an involutive automorphism of G then G/K is a Riemannian symmetric space and the algebra U(q, t) is commutative.
Theorem.
Suppose that g is equipped with an involutive Lie algebra automorphism z-+z and let t be the subalgebra 0/fixed elements. Suppose that t is reductive in g. Then [/(g, t) is commutative.
The proof essentially reduces to the fact than an automorphism and an antiautomorphism coincide on [/(g, f). Extend the Lie algebra automorphism z->z to an automorphism u->u of the algebra [/(g). Then for x£f, (adx)(w) =xu -ux= (xu)-(ux)~=((adx)(u))~, so w->m preserves the subalgebra
and an automorphism is induced on [7(g, t) .
Recall that (7(g) has a canonical antiautomorphism u-*u*, characterized by the fact that z*=-z for z£g. We have (adx)(w*) invariant differential operators = xu* -u*x=ixu -ux)* =[iadx) (u) It remains to show that the induced automorphism and antiautomorphism coincide. For this, we find a subspace of Ufa)', mapping onto Ufa, t), on which the automorphism and antiautomorphism of Ufa) coincide.
Recall that Ufa) is filtered by subspaces Upfa), where Upfa) is spanned by the monomials of degree at most p in the elements of g. The associated graded algebra is the symmetric algebra 5(g) of g. 
